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Abstract— There are many technique for bandwidth 

extension but most of them have high power loss during 

operation. Band width extension in cost of high power 

consumption. So requirement of low power consumption 

bandwidth extension technique. T-coil technique is best 

technique for band width extension technique with lower 

power consumption. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A T-coil network can be implemented as a high order filter 

for bandwidth extension. This technique is incorporated into 

the design of the input matching and output peaking 

networks of a low-noise amplifier. The intrinsic 

capacitances within the transistors are exploited as a part of 

the wideband structure to extend the bandwidth. Using the 

proposed topology, a wideband low-noise amplifier with a 

bandwidth is achieved.  This paper extends the design 

approach for narrowband LNA with source T-coil network 

to wideband systems. The main difference is that in the 

proposed approach T coil network and a general matching 

network at input based on loss. When the noise figure of the 

proposed LNA architecture is minimized constrained to 

input power matching condition, our analysis shows that the 

minimum noise figure can be made independent of the 

transistor width by properly choosing the source 

degeneration reactance. So T-coil network is implemented at 

the input and the output of a single stage amplifier to realize 

the wideband amplifier. Wideband CMOS low-noise 

amplifier (LNA) is proposed by using the concept of mutual 

coupling technique implemented through a symmetric 

centre-tap inductor. A frequency widening network is 

designed with a centre-tap inductor at the input and the 

output of an LNA to achieve bandwidth extension with a 

single stage amplifier. . Mutual coupling technique gives 

new degree of freedom for stability in from k factor. Centre 

traps inductor used for decreasing size of circuit and 

decreasing loss by inductor. Wideband matching is achieved 

with a minimum number of components through a single 

stage amplifier. In addition this design obtains good gain 

and low noise figure performance. Mutual coupling play 

very important role for bandwidth extension and for stability 

of circuit. Because use material of the inductor change k 

factor value. So k factor give another degree of freedom for 

stability by using multiple-input-branch technique and 

resistive shunt- feedback technique, LNA could achieve 

ultra-wideband input impedance matching with small noise 

figure degradation. But this technique have high power loss 

so it is does not preferred for low power consumption low 

noise amplifier. Distribution amplifier has wideband width 

but high power loss. So it does not prefer for low power low 

noise amplifier. Resistive termination has high input 

resistant. Resistive impedance matching technique has high 

power loss in the resistance. Other technique like source de 

generation technique has low power loss but bandwidth is 

low comparing other technique. This technique used where 

bandwidth operation done low. So t coil network give better 

bandwidth and lower power consumption. 

II. CIRCUIT DESIGN 

Show the figure 3 contain T coil. This circuit is combining 

of two circuit (1) series inductive peaking circuit (2) shunt 

series peaking circuit. The layout of series peaking circuit 

shown in figure 1. It includes series inductor so it is called 

series peaking circuit. Also show diagram of frequency 

response. It includes two diagram one response of frequency 

without series inductor and second with series inductor. 

When inductor connected to series with circuit peak the 

response of the frequency and extends the range of 

operation. Which it is extending bandwidth because when 

peak response then it can be also extend the response. 

Similarly show the layout of shunt series peaking circuit. It 

include shunt and series inductor both inductor helpful for 

peaking the response. So shunt series peaking circuit used 

for extend the bandwidth of system. Also advantage of this 

technique is low power consumption because inductor has 

small resistance. So loss can be also small by this shunt 

series circuit. When this two circuit combine the it is a series 

shunt series circuit. This circuit called t coil network. T coil 

network used for extend the bandwidth. Transfer function of 

series shunt series circuit is equal to product of two 

individual circuit (1) series circuit (2) shunt series circuit. 

 
Fig. 1: Series Peaking Circuit and Response of Series 

Peaking Circuit. 

 
Fig. 2:  Shunt Series Peaking Circuit and Response of Shunt 

Series Peaking Circuit. 
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When above two circuit combine the it is similar to t coil 

circuit. Show the figure 3 includes series shunt series 

inductor. So it is called series shunt series peaking circuit. In 

figure 1 include graph between Vout/Iin  and frequency. Series 

shunt series is similar to T coil network. Because T coil 

network include in the series shunt series circuit. Here T coil 

network implement as coupling inductor. So less number of 

inductor used. So loss is very low compared to other low 

noise amplifier. 

 
Fig. 3: Series Shunt Series Peaking Circuit and Response of 

Series Shunt Series Peaking Circuit. 

Transfer function of series inductive peaking circuit is 

H =      R / s
2
LC+sRC+1………..….     (2.1) 

Where L= mR
2
C, m is dimension less parameter. 

Which determine the over damped response. From fig 1 

series inductive peaking circuit improve bandwidth 

compared without circuit. The circuit fig 1 has two 

reactance components. The circuit have two reactance 

component then which have two reactance moods. Multi 

resonance circuit utilized wider range of frequency then 

single reactance mood circuit. So resonance frequency chose 

properly for optimize the interest band of frequency. Show 

the fig 2 shunt peaking inductor adds with series peaking 

inductor. Result in shunt series circuit improves more 

bandwidth compared series peaking. Shunt inductor add one 

Zero. So Zero can be increase bandwidth of circuit. Transfer 

function of shunt series circuit is given by  

H2  =  sLa +R / s
2
c(La+Lb)scR+1…….    (2.2) 

More than one pole can extend the bandwidth 

response. Above transfer function give to complex pole. So 

this circuit extend the bandwidth compared to other circuit. 

III. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a technique to attain wide bandwidth for Low 

noise amplifier. The number of inductor decreasing power 

consumption of circuit. T coil is better technique for attain 

wide bandwidth with lower power loss. Because inductor 

has no resistance so loss is low compared resistor. Also T 

coil network has more than two resonance mood. This is 

sufficient for bandwidth extension. 
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